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RATINGS:
CROIC – signals competitive advantage, management effectiveness. CROIC
between 23-40 is the best range to be in.
CROIC Cash Return On Invested Capital CROIC is a.k.a CROCI but they both stand
for Cash Return On Invested Capital. CROIC shows how much free cash flow per
dollar the business generates from invested capital. I find this to be the ultimate
performance metric as it shows so clearly how effective management is and the
strength of the business. CROIC = FCF/Invested Capital The higher the CROIC, the
more cash the company is generating and it also indicates that the business is a
profitable one. Rarely do you see a high CROIC but low or negative FCF.
FCF/Sales – signals cash generation ability, how efficient a company is.
FCF/Sales has to be positive.
Free Cash Flow to Sales FCF to sales is a simple metric that tells you what
percentage of sales is converted directly to FCF. Instead of FCF, you can use your
own variation of FCF or owner earnings. The higher the better. • Piotroski score –
signals fundamental strength. Highest is best.
A discrete score between 0-9 which reflects nine criteria used to determine the
strength of a firm’s financial position. The Piotroski score is used to determine the
best value stocks, nine being the best. The score was named after Chicago
Accounting Professor, Joseph Piotroski who devised the scale according to specific
criteria found in the financial statements. For every criteria (below) that is met the
company is given one point, if it is not met, then no points are awarded. The points
are then added up to determine the best value stocks. (Investopedia)
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PROFITABILITY
The first four criteria of the Piotroski Score count towards the profitability.
1. Positive net income compared to last year (1 point)
2. Positive operating cash flow in the current year (1 point)
3. Higher return on assets (ROA) in the current period compared to the ROA in
the previous year (1 point)
4. Cash flow from operations greater than Net Income (1 point)
Leverage, Liquidity and Source of Funds
Points 5-7 of the Piotroski Score, looks at the health of the balance sheet in
teams of debt and the number of shares outstanding.
5. Lower ratio of long term debt to in the current period compared value in the
previous year (1 point)
6. Higher current ratio this year compared to the previous year (1 point)
7. No new shares were issued in the last year (1 point)
Operating Efficiency
The last two factors of the Piotroski Score looks the operating efficiency.
8. A higher gross margin compared to the previous year (1 point)
9. A higher asset turnover ratio compared to the previous year (1 point)
Top Analyst ratings – Average of current analyst ratings.
Strong Buy: ++ to total score
Buy: + to total score
Hold: neutral to total score
Sell: - to total score
Strong Sell: -- to total score
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